Pressure-coupled infusion gyration (PCIG) is a novel promising technique for economical and effective mass production of nanofibres with desirable geometrical characteristics. The average diameter of spun fibres significantly influences the structural, mechanical and physical properties of the produced fibre mats. Having a comprehensive understanding of the significant effects of PCIG experimental variables on the spun fibres is beneficial. In this work, response surface methodology was used to explore the interaction effects and the optimal PCIG experimental variables for achieving the desired morphological characteristics of fibres. The effect of experimental variables, namely solution concentration, infusion (flow) rate, applied pressure and rotational speed, was studied on the average fibre diameter and standard deviations. A numerical model for the interactional influences of experimental variables was developed and optimized with a nonlinear interior point method that can be used as a framework for selecting the optimal conditions to obtain polyethylene oxide fibres with desired morphology (targeted average diameter and narrow standard deviation). The adequacy of the models was verified by a set of validation experiments. The results proved that the predicted optimal conditions were able to achieve the average diameter that matched the pre-set desired value with less than 10% of difference.
Introduction
Due to the unparalleled ability to make complicated and customized geometric shapes directly from various materials, the demand for additive manufacturing technology is increasing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Nanofibres, a one-dimensional nanomaterial with versatile properties and complex structures, can be randomly or directionally arranged in continuous fibre mats or bundles that have ordered internal morphology, such as porous, core sheaths or hollow fibres, and multi-channel microtubules [7] [8] [9] . Ultrafine fibres garnered much attention due to their various outstanding characteristics, such as high surface to volume ratio, high porosity and excellent mechanical properties [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Despite their versatility, the use of nanofibres is still limited by the lack of proper mass production methods [11] .
Electrospinning is a versatile and promising technique using electrostatic forces to fabricate ultrafine fibres. However, the utilization of electrospinning is highly restricted by several drawbacks that severely affect its yield and production quality, including sensitivity to the stability of spinning jet and electrical conductivity of polymer solutions, random orientations of fabricated fibres, high cost due to required high voltage, low production rate and the larger nozzle sizes that are required due to the high viscosity of the biopolymers used [15, 16] . Although increasing the number of needles [17] and collecting fibres by a rotating drum [18] can improve its production rate and orientations, these will introduce secondary effects, for instance, a capillary effect, and therefore further increased cost. Pressure-coupled infusion gyration (PCIG) is a novel method, based on centrifugal rotation mainly derived from industrial jet spinning, which can overcome the above limitations of electrospinning. The experimental studies of PCIG in our previous work [14] showed that this method is able to produce finer fibres at submicrometre or micrometre level with fewer restrictions on material properties than electrospinning. The method also overcomes the discontinuous production of other rotation-based processes, for instance, force spinning [19] . PCIG affords new advanced features beyond bulk materials and it can economically and consistently produce uniaxially aligned three-dimensional fibre bundles [14] .
Determination of optimum levels of operational variables in experiments by conventional methods is often carried out by a one-variable-at-a-time technique, just monitoring the effect of one variable on the experimental responses, fixing others at a constant level. The main drawbacks of this method are neglect of the interaction effects between different variables, as the interaction effect sometimes could be more critical in the process, e.g. synergism, antagonist, etc., so the full impacts of variables on the response cannot be studied [20] . Additionally, this method is highly time and cost-consuming, yet does not guarantee the determination of optimal conditions among the variable sets. In order to overcome these disadvantages of the traditional optimization method, multivariate statistical techniques can be applied to optimize the experimental process, and response surface methodology (RSM) is the most popular one. RSM is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques for empirical model development and optimizing based on the experimental data. RSM has important application in determining the behavior of datasets for statistical forecasting. It can define the influence of independent variables individually or in combination on a response or a set of responses of a process, and simultaneously optimize the levels of experimental variables to attain the optimal performance of the system. Some examples of the RSM applications of optimization of chemical or biomedical process are enzymatic processing [21, 22] , heat transfer with nano-fluid [23, 24] , micro-extraction for pre-concentration [25] , ultrasonicated adsorption and extraction process [26] [27] [28] , cooling strategy for Li-ion batteries [29] and fibre manufacturing [30] [31] [32] [33] . RSM is used to approximate the functional relationship between the independent variables and the process response based on experimental data, and it is valuable in obtaining insight of variable contributions through the coefficients in the developed model. The developed model can be saved and used as a prediction tool for the optimal combinations of experimental variables that can achieve the optimum response. Moreover, RSM is scalable to design and predict a model equation with a higher degree than the second order, but it should be noted that the selection of the order should be conducted after carefully analysing the input data. A lower order model may not be able to capture the variance of the data and result in a highly biased model (also known as underfitting), and a higher order may lead the fitting curve pass through most of the data points and result in a less generalized mode (also known as overfitting). RSM should not be extrapolated outside the range that contains the original observations, and the developed model may not explicitly express the physical meaning of the system or process under investigation.
In the present work, polyethylene oxide (PEO) was used as a model material, which is a water-soluble polymer. We investigated the empirical modelling and optimizing of PEO fibres produced by the PCIG process. In the fitting procedure, we considered a physical frame of rotary jet spinning to have a better understanding of the physical meaning in the spinning process [34] : this part of the work was detailed in our previous work [35] . The optimization of PCIG spinning process was performed to attain combinations of experimental variables that were able to achieve a targeted average fibre diameter with a narrow standard deviation of diameter. The experimental variables studied in the present work are solution concentration, applied pressure, rotational speed and infusion flow rate. In the last step, to verify the applicability and reproducibility of the developed model, a set of experiments was carried out at the predicted optimal conditions, and their results compared with our targeted value. The potential of PCIG with more volatile solvents was not fully explored. Early indications are that due to evaporation, it might not be as promising as with water-based solvents.
Material and methods (a) Materials
In this work, PEO (molecular weight (Mw): 2 × 10 5 g mol −1 ) was the selected polymer, which was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, and deionized water was used as the solvent.
(b) Experiments
PCIG apparatus (figure 1) used in this work consists of a cylindrical pot 40 mm in height and 60 mm in diameter. The rotational pot was equipped with 20 orifices placed equidistantly (9 mm) and located on the wall of the vessel at the same height, and each approximately 0.5 mm in diameter. Nanofibre's geometry and cross section can be customized by the geometry and size of vessel and orifices [36] . The rotational pot was driven by a motor, which could provide various rotating speeds up to 36 000 r.p.m. A nitrogen cylinder was used to provide applied pressure (up to 3 × 10 5 Pa). A syringe pump (PHD Ultra 4400; Harvard Apparatus Ltd, Edenbridge, UK) connected at the bottom of the pot by a plastic tube was used to control polymer solution flow (up to 5000 µl min −1 ) and continuously feeds into the pot during processing. A stationary copper mesh was placed around the pot (100 mm) for convenient collection of fibres and the distances between the vertical wires are 25 mm. We have used 100 mm based on optimization in our previous work [14, 35] . During experiments, the ambient environment parameters including humidity (38.5%) and temperature (25°C) were fixed. PCIG effectively uses induced pressure and high-speed rotation of the pot to force polymer jets to emerge from orifices parallelly to create fibre forming. The spun fibres were assessed using a field emission scanning electron microscope (JSM-6301F), and the fibre diameters were determined from random fibres at different locations of each sample using Image J software.
In this work, nanofibres were prepared by changing four variables: solution's concentration, pressure, rotational speed and infusion (flow) rate. The experiments were conducted at different levels of each parameter: four levels of concentration (c) (5, 10, 15, 21 wt%), three levels of applied pressures (p) (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 MPa), three levels of rotational speeds (g) (12 000, 24 000, 36 000 r.p.m.) and six levels of flow rate (f ) (500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 µl min −1 ). 
(c) Modelling
RSM was applied with four variables (solution concentration, pressure, rotational speed and infusion flow rate) to determine the influences of the experimental parameters in the spinning process and the optimal conditions to obtain the desired diameters. In this study, in order to investigate the effects of all the control variables, we carried out 120 experiments with different combinations of experimental variables established at different levels. For the observation of each experiment, more than 100 fibre diameters were obtained from the random fibres of each sample, and each value of the mean diameter was used as one input entry in the model fitting procedure, except the 19 combinations which gave beads or beaded fibres, and these were excluded from the modelling. The mean fibre diameter was considered as the response of the PCIG system and Mathematica was used to process the experimental results using a least-squares algorithm. In order to achieve a significant regression, most of the variation in the experimental results were explained by the response function, and the rest were dealt by the residuals in fitting. For each response function, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to assess the source of experimental variance and evaluate the regression significance. In addition, the adequacy of the models that fit experimental data was compared using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and adjusted R 2 . The AIC, a model selection criterion established on the basis of information entropy, can be calculated by applying maximum-likelihood theory and increases its value to penalize the redundant variables in the model. A relative higher value is unfavourable for a fitted model as then higher residuals exist between the fitting and experimental results. Three-dimensional graphical representations of the system output were used to explore the interaction effects of the variables on the diameter.
Results and discussion
(a) Analysis of response surface PCIG experimental variables (flow rate, concentration, pressure and rotational speed) affect the fibre diameter in different extents. Their effects on PEO average fibre diameter are demonstrated in figure 2.
During spinning, there is a hydrostatic pressure at the orifices, which is constant when the processing variables are fixed and it will be enhanced by the increasing of flow rate. However, the hydrostatic force is much smaller than the governing centrifugal effect. Hence, the fibre formation process could be simply seen as a balance between the surface tension of polymer solutions and external forces (gravitational force and centrifugal force). At the start of spinning, a steady and continuous polymer solution flow is injected from the bottom of the rotational vessel. Then, the polymer solution emerges from the orifice to form the droplet, and there is a Marangoni effect that occurs due to the surface tension gradient across the liquid-air interface of the droplet. This causes the solution to pass to the tip of the droplet to form a polymer jet. This jet is further stretched by the pressure difference in the two sides of the orifice and the centrifugal effect. Finally, the ejected jet thins and solidifies to form fibre as solvent evaporation takes place.
A trend of reduction in the fibre diameter with increasing the pressure and rotational speed is observed. The solution blowing combines with centrifugal force that acts against the surface tension of the solution, thus enabling the generation of fibres from the pot orifices. A high speed of rotation enhances the deformation of the solution by increasing the centrifugal effect. Enhanced gas blowing induced by high pressure would reinforce the thinning effect and also promotes solvent evaporation that takes place along the radial direction of spinning. However, the increased gas blowing would also enhance the jet's instability at the orifices, which may promote the formation of beads or beaded fibre.
The impact of polymer concentration on the formation and morphology of the fabricated fibre by tuning solution's fluid properties, for example, the viscosity and degree of chain entanglement, is of crucial importance for uniform fibre formation [37, 38] . The critical polymer concentration of chain entanglement can be estimated using the intrinsic viscosity of the PEO solution and its estimation by Barnes & Price's method [39] and is approximately 0.7 wt%. In the fibre generation process, a higher concentration would hinder fibre-extension and stabilize the polymer jet, due to the greater resistance of the solution to stretching by the combined effects (of gas blowing and centrifugal force) on the jet, hence promoting thicker fibre at all conditions. As can be seen in electronic supplementary material, figure S1 (see [35] ), there was a steeper slope in changes of average fibre diameter with concentration and pressure level, which implied the response was more sensitive to concentration and pressure than flow rate and rotational speed.
The flow rate regulates volume and mass of polymer solution transferring through the orifices. Thompson et al. [16] used a regression analysis to prove that a jet initially with a larger diameter will lead to a larger final jet diameter. A higher flow rate would allow less time for fibre stretching and solvent evaporation, hence promoting thicker fibre during spinning, which was observed in our previous work [14] . However, in some cases, the increases in flow rate actually do not lead to the increases in average fibre diameter. We observed the average fibre diameter was increasing first then dropped at 3000 µl min −1 , and subsequently increased when increasing the flow rate further. The same phenomenon also occurred in the electrospinning studies by De Schoenmaker et al. [40] , Faridi-Majidi et al. [41] and Adabi et al. [42] . It suggests that the reduction in average fibre diameter is due to a balance of volume of solution transfer through the orifice operating in competition with other experimental variables including flow rate and pressure. Moreover, the generation of multiple secondary jets from the initial jet may also contribute to this phenomenon, as the solidified polymer solution at orifice forces the jet eruption from the ambient unsolidified surface, which results in smaller diameter formed by secondary jets compared to an initial jet. 
(b) Model fitting
The optimum experimental conditions were defined as the combinations of processing parameters that can afford the prepared fibres with our desired fibre diameters and small standard deviations. The stages that explore the optimum conditions are model fitting, variable optimization and experimental validation. In our previous study [35] , we discussed the fitting process in detail, both linear and nonlinear formats, as we assumed that linear or nonlinear mapping might exist between the four variables and fibre diameters. In the fitting procedure, we developed functions for the response by exploring fitting to multivariate experimental results according to the trends of variation of response displayed in figure 2 and electronic supplementary material, figure S1 (see [35] ), including a quartic relationship between flow rate and diameter; quadratic relationships are to other variables; inverse dependences between pressure/rotational speed and diameter. The nonlinear response function that we fitted using the nonlinear method based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is as determined in equation (3.1). The resulting adjusted R 2 was 95.7% and an AIC value was achieved at 1128. As the adjusted R 2 represents the total variability level that can be expected from the fitted model, this result indicated the nonlinear model is sufficient to explain the relationship between variables, and it probably can be used for prediction of the desired diameter
Variables in equations (3.1) and (3.2) are: c, polymer concentration; p, applied pressure; f, infusion flow rate; g, rotational speed. For exploring the statistical characteristics of the standard deviation of average diameter, regression analysis was also performed for standard deviation. We found that there was a strong linear correlation existing between the fibre diameter and standard deviation in our experimental results. For the optimization purpose of obtaining a narrow standard deviation, we predicted the standard deviations based on the mean fibre diameters that used as the input, and computed the differences between the predicted value and the experimental value of the standard deviations. The fitted linear-quadratic function for the difference of standard deviation of average diameter is shown in equation (3.2), where f s is the standard deviation difference of fibre diameter. Equation The significance of each factor was determined by considering a 5% confidence level of p-value and in our previous work [35] , we found that the concentration had the most important impact on the mean fibre diameter. The estimated coefficients of the fitted linear model are as presented in table 1, where the SS is the sum of squared observation deviations. The ANOVA table showed that the fitted model was hierarchically well formulated, in other words, it had included the major effects presented in the high order terms. For instance, the pressure observed the highest relative impact on the standard deviation differences. The term in concentration and flow rate were the subdominant factors. There was not enough statistical evidence to justify the interaction term of flow rate/pressure (fp). Even if the term was not significant, their individual values had significant effects on diameter. Hence, the interaction term should also be incorporated into the model, as well as for the quadratic term of concentration
(c) Process variables optimization
The goal of optimization was to find the most suitable experimental conditions for fabricating nanofibres with a desirable diameter, and in this paper, we used 300 nm as an example. The effect of the relationship between experimental variables on diameter is illustrated using threedimensional graphs. The data were generated by first pre-setting a targeted diameter and keeping three variables within a respective intermediate range at a time and varying the fourth to achieve the targeted diameter. The distribution of allowable experimental variables, which we predicted would lead to the targeted diameter, can be seen in figure 3 . The colour for each dot in the graphs stands for the level of the changing variable, so colours from violet to red correspond to changing the variable's value increases from low to high. From figure 3a ,b, a clear linear boundary was defined between concentration and pressure, and the correlation matrix of the operational variables ( figure 4) showed that there was a strong positive correlation between concentration and pressure, and a weak positive correlation existed between flow rate and rotational speed. Physically, this means that if the concentration of the polymer solution was increased, it became more viscous, so higher pressure was needed to get solution out through the orifices of rotational pot, but also that a decrease in the flow rate should be accommodated to allow more time for the centrifuge effect to stretch the jetting fibres and increase the gyration speed to enhance the centrifugal effect.
From the optimization point of view, the term of 'desirability' was defined as that involved two responses from numerical optimization in this study; the final response should explore the points that maximized the function of 'desirability' [20] . Numerical optimization used the model that developed in §3b to search the design space, to obtain groups of variables that generate the defined targeted nanofibres based on minimizing the cost function value (maximizing the desirability). A suitable cost function for achieving the 'desirable' diameter with narrow spread is given by the below equation
where d 0 is the targeted diameter (in nm), w 1 and w 2 are the weighted factors of diameter part and standard deviation part of the cost function and both are initialized as one at the start of the optimization process. As the PCIG is a robust process for mass production of nanofibres, and the rotational speed showed a weaker effect in the regression analysis, it was not necessary to be tuned to very high precision. Hence, in the process of optimization, we selectively confined the ranges of the experimental variables to those which were reasonable for the real experiments, including concentrations (5-20 wt%), pressure (0.1-0.3 MPa), flow rate (500-5000 µl min −1 ), rotational speed (12 000-36 000 r.p.m.). We compared the results of several optimization algorithms (direct search method and gradient-based method), and nonlinear interior point algorithm offered better results. Finding global optimums can be arbitrarily difficult even without constraints, so the methods used may fail. It may often be useful to optimize the function multiple times and pick the best results (global optimum or fine local optimum) [43] . Six groups of experimental variables were generated, as indicated in concentration [44, 45] , and it is suggested that the diluted polymer solution (e.g. 5 wt%) may lead to the wider spread of fibre diameter. The range of produced mean diameter in our experiments was around 50-850 nm, so this model is best suited to be used for the prediction of the set of parameters that can give the fibre diameter within this range. Additionally, the only variable characteristic of fluid properties is polymer concentration in this model. If it warrants to be used for different polymer and solvent combinations, the model should be revised to include physical properties, such as viscosity and surface tension would have to be developed.
(d) Validation of the model
Up to this stage of our study, we computationally optimized the PCIG parameters of polymer concentration, pressure, flow rate and rotational speed to achieve nanofibres with targeted average diameter with a narrow spread of diameters. In order to check the reliability of the RSM models, a set of experiments was conducted at the optimal conditions and these results are described below. The produced fibres were collected at the 100 mm collection distance (from orifices to collector), and the corresponding images of PEO nanofibres in the optimal conditions were acquired by SEM ( figure 5 ). The results of validation experiments derived from the observations in figure 5 are shown in table 2, which depicted the measured fibre diameters were in good agreement with the values that are predicted using the optimized model. This suggests that the proposed model is able to predict the operational conditions for fibre diameter with high accuracy.
Conclusion
The present study focuses on understanding how the PCIG experimental variables, namely solution's concentration, pressure, flow rate and rotational speed, affected the morphological features of spun PEO nanofibres. RSM was used to optimize the experimental variables for fabricating PEO fibres with a desired diameter and narrow standard deviation. A nonlinear model that was fitted with a quartic equation and another linear model that was fitted with a quadratic equation was developed for the prediction and optimization of average fibre diameter and standard deviation of diameter, respectively. These two models were optimized by omitting the non-significant variables. The resulting adjusted R 2 and AIC values indicated that there was no evidence of lack of fit. The results of ANOVA demonstrated that the standard deviation differences of diameter had experienced the highest impact from the pressure and the average diameter was strongly affected by the concentration, and besides, the flow rate and rotational speed played subdominant roles for controlling the spun fibre morphologies. The optimal conditions of experiments were found by developing a cost function that uses the fitted models and optimizing it with nonlinear interior point methods. Interestingly, for obtaining the desired diameter with narrow standard deviation, a condition with higher concentration and moderate pressure was suggested. Validation experiments verified the adequacy (accuracy) of our models. PEO nanofibres (close to averagely 300 nm diameter in this study) were obtained at the optimal conditions given in table 2. The difference between predicted and validated results (experimentally observed) was less than 10%. It can be concluded that the proposed models are in good agreement with the validation results; the models were applicable and replicable in determining the optimal experimental variables for getting the desired PEO nanofibres with the intended diameter. However, it should be noted that the effects of rheology of different types of polymer solutions were not included in this study; this does not impact PEO-water solutions but could affect other non-aqueous polymer solutions.
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